
Transport (go & back)
Visit Cabo da Roca
Treck to Praia da Ursa
Visit Peninha
Visit Azenhas do Mar 
Lunch

Did you know that the most western point of
Europe is just around the corner? 

In this trip, you will find unbelievable landscapes
and a hidden beach that has been named one of
the most beautiful beaches of the world
(Michelin source). 

Ready to have a great adventure close to the
cliffs?

WHAT'S INCLUDED:

CABO DA ROCA &
PRAIA DA URSA
"LANDSCAPES TO THE EDGE OF
THE WORLD" 8H



ERICEIRA & MAFRA
"LONG LIVE THE KING" 7H
Come visit the typical streets from Ericeira, a
fisherman village full of history and mind blowing
landscapes. 

Its neighbor Mafra has a lot to show you with the
unique  palace doing part of UNESCO. 

ÓBIDOS
"CITADEL OF QUEENS" 6H 
The most picturesque and well preserved medieval
village in all Portugal. Once you get inside the murals
you will feel like in the middle age. 

Of course, you'll taste the typical liquor Ginja that
has been produced since the romans. Cheers! 

SINTRA
"THE KING ARTIST" 8H 
Discover the pioner of the Romantic architecture.
Fernando the 2nd mixed multiples styles and create
the gem well known around the world: Palacio da
Pena. 

Get lost end enjoy the mythical energy of Sintra and
its magical monuments.

NAZARÉ
"WORLD'S BIGGEST WAVE" 7H  
Get to know, the small fisherman village that became
an icon worldwide for the biggest wave ever surfed. 

You'll visit the museum and go to the top of the
lighthouse where the competitions happens during
the big waves seasons.  

Transport by van 6 sits max (go &
back)
Discover all the corners and history
of the place with a tourist route
Lunch

Mafra Palace Tickets & Garden

Tickets  for:
Da Pena Palace
Monserrate palace
Quinta da Regaleira
Castelo dos Mouros

TukTuk tour  
Audio guide

Elevator 
Museum 

Ginja tasting

ALL TOURS:

MAFRA

SINTRA (choose 2 visits)

NAZARE

 
ÓBIDOS

*The duration of the tours are approximated


